Adaptive averaging for improved SNR in real-time coronary artery MRI.
A technique has been developed for combining a series of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) real-time magnetic resonance (MR) images to produce composite images with high SNR and minimal artifact in the presence of motion. The main challenge is identifying a set of real-time images with sufficiently small systematic differences to avoid introducing significant artifact into the composite image. To accomplish this task, one must: 1) identify images identical within the limits of noise; 2) detect systematic errors within such images with sufficient sensitivity. These steps are achieved by evaluating the correlation coefficient (CC) between regions in prospective images and a template containing the anatomy of interest. Images identical within noise are selected by comparing the measured CC values to the theoretical distribution expected due to noise. Sensitivity for systematic error depends on the SNR of the CC (=SNR(CCmax)), which in turn depends on the noise, and the template size and structure. By varying the template size, SNR(CCmax) may be altered. Experiments on phantoms and coronary artery images demonstrate that the SNR(CCmax) necessary to avoid introducing significant artifact varies with the target composite SNR. The future potential of this technique is demonstrated on high-resolution (approximately 0.9 mm), reduced field-of-view real-time coronary images.